
L'eau à la bouche
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This season is here to awaken our 5 senses. After spending 
hands in the earth, we harvest and taste the wonders that 
nature offers us.
Following the rhythm of the season, we will savor the colors, 
smells, textures, flowers and seeds;
all in a setting composed of paper mache, antique objects and 
biodegradable materials.
Our table will be decorated with singular varieties of flowers 
plants that bloom and leafy vegetables 
(poppies, physalis, Magnolia leaves, marigolds, cosmos 
sunflower and Immortal) carefully cultivated and selected for 
us by Clément Bouteille."Ptite Fleur will fill our plates and 
delight our taste buds with plantain, nasturtium, nettles and 
dandelion roots.
In front of such a feast, let's put our senses on alert and sit 
down in our family home!

At the 
table
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The purple of eggplant, 
the caramel of wheat, the 
pink of turnip constitute 
the color palette of this 
wardrobe.

For this "Mouthwatering" collection, table linens and 
accessories related to food were a must! Our bread bag 
and wine bag will be the perfect allies to go to the market 
while our embroidered tablecloths and napkins will 
welcome your seasonal products and the recipes we 
suggest.
Our Woolmark certified sweaters, tank tops, hats and 
scarves will keep you warm while you search for your 
precious commodities. Our garment maker is a partner of 
this label defending the durability and solidity of our 
products as well as the quality of the dyes.
Made of 80% wool, this Wool Rich Blend meets the 
Woolmark specifications.

The 
water 
to the 
mouth

https://www.woolmark.fr/industry/research/factsheets/
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A tablespoon of harmonious colors
Beautiful fabrics from natural fibers
A dash of certified labels
Made in Portugal
A close-knit team
A careful communication
A touch of organization
1/2 bunch of hesitation
A bunch of stories to tell
A big handful of ambition
500 g of pleasure
1kg of passion
A pinch of courage
A whole bowl of perseverance
A ladle of fatigue
A big glass of adrenaline

Preparation time: 1 year
Cooking time: 6 months

The Graine 
collection recipe

Illustration : Lucie Malbéqui
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Lucie Malbéqui speaks 
of conviviality and 
sharing.
She makes haptic 
sculptures that attract 
hands and allow them 
to be caressed.
The collection "L'eau à 
la bouche" pays tribute 
to seasonal food, 
vital, reasonable and 
natural. We wanted to 
find ourselves around 
recipes that warm the 
body and the heart. 
For Graine, Lucie built 

salad spoons, hanging bowls and modules, 
bread bases, buffet sculptures and seed 
fountains. All these forms joined this colorful 
feast to awaken our senses.

Lucie Malbéqui 
& Graine

"By this invitation to come and taste, to cook 
and to manipulate the sculptures, the spectators 
and myself are all equal around the same table. 
Our actions are not particularly performing, not 
really spectacular, we repeat gestures that each 
and everyone does every day: bringing food to 
ourselves." L.M.

x
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Plantain cream
40g of plantain flowers and leaves
100ml of vegetable cream
10ml olive or walnut oil
1 shallot
Salt/pepper/lemon

*peel the shallot and brown it in a pan
*cut up the plantain flowers and dry
roast them
*pour the cream over the top and let it
and let it thicken at low temperature
*add salt, lemon pepper and chopped
plantain leaves and the chopped
plantain leaves

Ground ivy flan
2 eggs
100ml of vegetable milk
A handful of young leaves of
ground ivy leaves
Salt/pepper/Espelette pepper

*Wash the ivy leaves in vinegar, drain
and chop them
*beat the eggs and milk
*add the leaves, salt, pepper, and
pepper, and chili pepper
*fill small molds halfway and cook for
20 to 25 minutes at 180°c
*let cool and unmould

Rosemous
400g of chickpeas
2 small beets
1/3 cup of olive oil
4 tablespoons of tahini
1 clove of garlic
3 lemons
salt and pepper
1/2 tsp cumin
coriander

*Soak the chickpeas for 12 hours and
and cook for 40 minutes. Keep the
cooking water and some of the chick-
peas.
*Cook the beets
*Mix everything together. Whisk a little
of the cooking water and add it.
*Rectify and dress with the coriander,
coriander, olive oil and a few whole
chickpeas.

Vegetable balls 
6 beautiful seasonal vegetables
1 egg
3 tablespoons Parmesan cheese
3 tablespoons of breadcrumbs
olive oil
pine nuts

*Peel, trim and steam the vegetables
steamed
*mashed potato the 3 tablespoons
of parmesan and breadcrumbs with
the egg of parmesan cheese and
breadcrumbs
*if too liquid, add parmesan or
breadcrumbs breadcrumbs
*form balls, oil, place on the oven on
the baking sheet
*180°c for 25 minutes, turn halfway
through halfway through cooking for 25
minutes

The menu 
of the feast  thought by Lucie

directed by Graine
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"Ptite Fleur" is present every Thursday at the Quintaou market 
in Anglet. All its flowers and plants are grown naturally while the 
wild plants while the wild plants are collected in the wild between 

between Bearn and the Basque Country. @_ptitefleur_

It is during the first confinement that Clément Bouteille returns to 
settle on the land of his family at the foot of the mountains of Lyon. 
"Working by hand, no chemicals and touching the soil as little as 

possible possible" is his motto. @Clement.bouteille



The majority of our wardrobe is made of 
certified organic cotton. Jackets, overalls 
t-shirts, sweatshirts and accessories.
By choosing organic cotton, we use less
chemical fertilizers, water and energy. For
build a truly sustainable textile industry,
GOTS evaluates the processing and manu-
facturing of textiles on the basis of both en-
vironmental and social criteria.
The label eliminates environmentally ha-
zardous substances in chemical inputs and
evaluates their toxicity and biodegradabi-
lity. For workers, the standards refer, among
others, to the International Labour Orga-
nization (ILO), which means that working
hours are respected with a living wage, ac-
companied by health and safety for all.

To the plastic blisters that pack most of the 
ready-to-wear products, we preferred a 
compostable and biodegradable solution 
from TIPA. You can therefore place it in your 
home composter and feed the soil.

The dye house with which we have been 
collaborating since our beginnings bene-
fits from the label Oeko-Tex® standard 100. 
This European standard guarantees a per-
fect harmlessness of our materials: there are 
no carcinogenic dyes or allergens, no pes-
ticides, no phthalates, no chlorinated com-
pounds, no heavy metals, hydrocarbons, 
solvents or volatile components in our dyes. 
Thus all our fall winter 2022 wardrobe is cer-
tified by this label.

It is said that the brand casts its own brass, 
forges the teeth that form the zipper, but also 
the pull tabs, and even the boxes in which 
the products are shipped. YKK has its own 
machines to zipper machines that are care-
fully hidden from the eyes of competitors. 
Nothing is left to chance and above all, the 
quality of its zippers is recognized as the best 
in the world.

The Woolmark label certifies the quality 
throughout the production chain and 
ensures that the wool
ensures that it comes from the shearing from 
healthy, living animals.
Our Portuguese garment maker is certified 
Woolmark. To qualify for this label, the 
products are tested in an independent 
laboratory to verify their composition, 
durability, solidity and the quality of
the dyes used.
The "wool rich blend" certification indicates 
that the products contain between 50% and
99.9% virgin wool. We are very proud to 
present a wardrobe composed of 80% wool.
Wool is a natural material, renewable and 
biodegradable. That's why we have chosen 
it. For more information, click here.

GOTS Cotton

Lexique 
des matières

OEKO TEX STANDARD dye

Our natural corozo buttons have replaced 
the plastic buttons of our first
lockers. Corozo is a completely biodegra-
dable and is a wonderful alternative to 
plastic which is harming our planet more 
and more every year.
It is harvested naturally, benefits the local 
economy and helps protect the rainforest.

Corozo button

Wool WOOL RICH BLEND

We are very pleased to have recycled ma-
terial in our 2022 wardrobe, which helps 
preserve raw materials and reduce our 
carbon emissions.
Polyester is a synthetic fiber derived from 
petroleum. It is very polluting and de-
pletes our natural resources. By using 50% 
recycled polyester on certain models, we 
reduce the waste linked to its production.

Recycled polyester

Zip YKK

Wrapping

https://www.woolmark.fr/industry/research/factsheets/
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wardrobe
Fall Winter

2022
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GRFW22
FLEUR001

100% organic cotton
GOTS USA certified yarn

Made in Portugal
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GRFW22
FLEUR002

GRFW22
FLEUR003

GRFW22
FLEUR004
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GRFW22
TEMPE002

GRFW22
TEMPE001
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GRFW22
DRESSER001

GRFW22
DRESSER002

GRFW22
DRESSER003
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GRFW22
CUIRE002

GRFW22
CUIRE001
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GRSS22
OMBRE

GRFW22
MELAN001

GRFW22
MELAN002
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GRFW22
TRAN002

GRFW22
TRAN001

GRFW22
VERSER001
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GRFW22
KHORA002GRFW22

KHORA001

BREAD BAG
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GRFW22
SULFI001

GRFW22
SULFI002

 WINE BAG
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GRSS22
SUBLIME001

GRFW22
EPLU002

GRFW22
EPLU001
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100% Organic cotton corduroy
GOTS certified yarn from China

Material from China
Made in Portugal

GRFW22
TOSTA003
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GRFW22
TOSTA001

GRFW22
TOSTA002
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Marion mesure 1,72 m et porte la taille M

GRFW22
TAG001
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GRFW22 
LIERRE001

GRFW22 
LIERRE002
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GRFW22 
PLANT002

GRFW22 
PLANT001
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GRFW22 
OXA001

GRFW22 
OXA002

GRFW22 
CAPU002

GRFW22 
CAPU001
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80% Wool Rich blend
& 20% Polyamide

Wool origin Australia

Dyed with certified Italian yarn 
Oeko-Tex standard 100 & REACH 

Yarn weaving Lithuania
Knitting and manufacturing Portugal
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GRFW22 
ENT001
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GRFW22 
ENT002
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GRFW22 
ENT003

GRFW22 
ENT004

Also 
available
in in Navy
Elbow pads 
Caramel
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GRFW22 
PLAT001

GRFW22 
PLAT002

GRFW22 
PLAT003

Also 
available 
in Violet
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GRFW22 
DES001-2-3-4

1

2

3 4
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GRFW22 
DIG001-2-3-4

1

2

3

4
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100% Cotton terry
Origin of material India

Made in Portugal
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GRFW22 
CARA001
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GRFW22 
CARA003

GRFW22 
CARA002
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GRFW22 
FRA001

GRFW22 
FRA002
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GRFW22 
MEN002

GRSS22 
INNOCENCE001

GRFW22 
MEN001
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GRFW22 
PER003

GRFW22 
PER002

GRFW22 
PER001
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GRFW22 
PASTEL001

GRFW22 
PASTEL002
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GRFW22 
REC002

GRFW22 
REC001
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GRFW22 
BON001

GRFW22 
BON002
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GRFW22 
CHEF003

GRFW22 
CHEF002

GRFW22 
CHEF001
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GRFW22
TABLE001

GRFW22 
TABLE002
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GRFW22 
COUV001
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50% organic ribbed cotton and its 
original GOTS certified yarn

50% Recycled Polyester
Material origin India

Made in Portugal

GRFW22 
AGUA003

GRFW22 
AGUA004
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GRFW22 
SEL001

GRFW22 
BOUCHE001
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100% organic cotton with its original 
GOTS certified yarn

Material origin Turkey
Made in Portugal

GRFW22 
AGUA002

GRFW22 
AGUA001
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GRFW22 
POIRE001

GRFW22 
CITRON001

GRFW22 
NAVET001
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GRFW22 
SOPA001

GRFW22 
SOPA002



GRFW22FLEUR001 GRFW22DRESSER003

GRFW22KHORA001-2

GRFW22LIERRE001

GRFW22FLEUR002 GRFW22CUIRE001

GRFW22SULFI002-1

GRFW22LIERRE002

GRFW22FLEUR003 GRFW22CUIRE002

GRFW22EPLU001

GRFW22PLANT001

GRFW22FLEUR004 GRFW22MELAN001

GRFW22EPLU002

GRFW22PLANT002

GRFW22TEMPE001

GRFW22MELAN002 GRFW22TOSTA001

GRFW22OXA001

GRFW22TEMPE002

GRFW22TRAN001 GRFW22TOSTA002

GRFW22OXA002

GRFW22DRESSER001

GRFW22TRAN002 GRFW22TOSTA003

GRFW22CAPU001

GRFW22DRESSER002

GRFW22VERSER001 GRFW22TAG001

GRFW22CAPU002 GRFW22ENT001 GRFW22ENT002 GRFW22ENT003 GRFW22PLAT001

GRFW22PLAT002 GRFW22DES001-2-3-4 GRFW22DIG001-2-3-4 GRFW22CARA001 GRFW22CARA002 GRFW22CARA003 GRFW22FRA001 GRFW22FRA002 GRFW22MEN001 GRFW22MEN002 GRFW22PER001 GRFW22PER002

GRFW22PER003 GRFW22PASTEL001 GRFW22PASTEL002 GRFW22REC001 GRFW22REC002 GRFW22BON001 GRFW22BON002 GRFW22CHEF002 GRFW22CHEF003 GRFW22COUV001 GRFW22TABLE001

GRFW22AGUA001 GRFW22AGUA002 GRFW22AGUA004GRFW22AGUA003 GRFW22BOUCHE001GRFW22SEL001 GRFW22SOPA001 GRFW22SOPA002 GRFW22POIRE001 GRFW22CITRON001 GRFW22NAVET001 GRFW22TABLE002

GRFW22CHEF001
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The commitments

ENVIRONMENT
Ideally located on the 
Basque coast, we have 
our feet in the ocean, our 
hands in the earth and 
head in the stars.
Nature, wide open spaces 
and the feeling of free-
dom inspire each of our 
collections!

BEAUTY
A well-designed garment 
made of quality mate-
rials is important. If it is 
beautiful and expresses 
the personality of each it 
is even better. Since it is 
necessary to get dressed, 
we might as well enjoy 
ourselves!

SUSTAINABLE
We do not follow ephe-
meral trends that require 
us to produce at low cost 
and to eliminate
unsold goods. We offer 
only two collections per 
year; quality products de-
signed to last and endure 
in the locker room of eve-
ryone.

NATURAL MATERIALS
Organic cotton, linen, 
wool or lyocell, we always 
favour always give priority 
to natural natural and re-
newable materials.
It's better for the skin and 
good for the environ-
ment!

RESPECT
Work is of better quality 
quality when it is done in 
the right conditions.
We have forged valuable 
relationships with our 
suppliers and have made 
the choice to work with 
family-run workshops 
respectful of their em-
ployees. An essential re-
lationship to offer a war-
drobe that looks like us.

FOOTPRINT
The fashion industry is 
among the most pollu-
ting.
But we can change that by 
reducing our carbon foot-
print with clothes made 
in neighboring Portugal, 
removing plastic from our 
compostable packaging 
and using dyes that are 
safe for nature and the 
human body.
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